SAMPLE

NTU Entrance Test – 2015
MS / MBA (1.5 Years)

Total Time Allowed = 120 Minutes  Max Marks= 100

Section 1: Verbal  30 Questions
A- Sentence Completion  07 Questions
B- Analogies  17 Questions
C- Reading Comprehension  06 Questions

Section 2: Quantitative Reasoning  25 Questions

Section 3: General Knowledge  45 Questions

Total Questions = 100
Section 1: Verbal

Questions

A-complete the sentences 7 Questions
1: Fauzia presents herself as a bold journalist by asking people in politics the kinds of _____ questions that other reporters don’t ask.
   A: controversial  B: circumnutation
   C: Abnormal  D: irrelevant

2: Despite his illness, Inzamam was _____ in winning his team.
   A: Disappointing  B: Useless
   C: Vigorous  D: Instrumental

B: Antonyms & Synonyms 17 Questions
3: Detach
   A: separate  B: Pack
   C: bottom line  d: Scratch

4: Bombastic
   A: creative  B: selfish
   C: artistic  d: polite

Synonyms
5: Fragile
   A: strong  B: Grave
   C: Weak  D: showy

Reading comprehension 6 Questions

Passage: 1

In 1950 Salaman Baig began his greatest work, a Pakistani dictionary of the Urdu language. In preparing the manuscript, he devoted 10 years to the study of Urdu and its relationship to other languages, and 7 more years to the writing itself. Published in two volumes in 1970, Pakistani dictionary of the Urdu language has become the recognized authority for usage in the subcontinent. Baig’s purpose in writing it was to demonstrate that the Urdu language was devolving distinct meanings and pronunciation from those of Indian Urdu. He is responsible advancing simplified hijae.

Questions:

6: When a Pakistani dictionary of the Urdu language published?
   A: 1950  C: 1960
   B: 1970  D: 1980
Section 2: Quantitative Reasoning  25 Questions

7: A team played 30 games of which it won 24. What part of the games played did it loose?
A: 1/5  C: 6/5  
B: 5/6  D: 5

8: If a man’s weekly salary is $X and he saves $Y, what part of his weekly salary does he spends?
A: x/y  C: y-x/x  
B: x-y/x  D: x-y

Section 3: General knowledge  45 Questions

9: what Is the verbal meaning of word “Islam”?
A: Belief on ALLAH  C: Obedience of ALLAH
B: Confidence of ALLAH  D: Worship of ALLAH

10: Pakistan’s national floral symbol is
A: Jasmine  C: Daffodils
B: Rose  D: None of above

11: Pakistan and China has signed an accord for development projects worth ________ billions in 2013-14.
A. $10  C. $17
B. $14  D. $20